Electronic structures of the metallic elements in hot and dense stellar material are calculated with an averageatom scheme, which is designed to consider the environmental influence in a mixture. It ensures that all kinds of atoms have the same temperature, the same chemical potential, and the same electron density at the boundaries between the atoms, and that the electrical neutrality within each atomic sphere is satisfied by using a selfconsistent field calculation. Opacities, which are strongly environmentally dependent, for stellar materials with solar composition and relative abundance have been calculated with the calculated electronic orbitals and excitation cross sections. Comparisons are made between the present opacity results and those of OPAL and LANL (Los Alamos National Laboratory Astrophysical Opacity Library) to show that the environmental influence on the electronic structures of the atoms and ions in a hot and dense mixed material has been adequately taken into account using a completely different method. Agreement is quite good for a variety of temperatures and densities. The results also show that the contributions from both bound-bound and bound-free radiative transition processes of the metallic elements are significant, although their relative abundance is much smaller than hydrogen and helium.
INTRODUCTION
For most stars, radiation is the primary mechanism for transporting energy from the nuclear burning region in or around the core to the surface. Radiative opacity plays a pivotal role in governing stellar structure and evolution. The bound-bound absorption, which was once assumed to be unimportant, is a major source of opacity in partially ionized regions. This region extends all the way down to the stellar core for heavier elements. The contribution to the opacity from metals (elements with atomic number Z > 2) in the stellar mixture cannot be ignored, even though the metal content is much less than that of hydrogen and helium. Many long-standing contradictions between theoretical results and observations are relaxed by application of the opacity (Deng & Xiong 2001; Moskalik, Buchler, & Maron 1992; Stothers & Chin 1991) , which increases by a factor of 2-3 after properly taking into account the contribution of metal lines (Iglesias, Roger, & Wilson 1992) .
Opacity is strongly dependent on the electronic structures of atoms and ions in materials. The so-called environmental effects are significant for electronic structures of atoms and ions in hot and dense materials. The average-atom model is applied to calculate the electronic structure of atoms and ions in hot and dense plasmas based on the statistical average over the details of the populations and occupation numbers of the ions and electrons (Rozsnyai 1972 (Rozsnyai , 1982 Rozsnyai & Lamoureux 1990; Faussurier, Blancard, & Decoster 1997a , 1997b . The average-atom model is easy to use in conjunction with a variety of treatments of electron orbitals in atoms. One such widely used treatment is to use a full self-consistent Dirac-Slater model to obtain the electron orbitals (Rozsnyai 1972 (Rozsnyai , 1982 Rozsnyai & Lamoureux 1990; Sun, Meng, & Li 1994) . With such a proper treatment of the interactions among electrons and between the electron and the nucleus, the average-atom model can produce reasonable results for stellar opacities and equations of state.
Although the average-atom model is a significantly simplified treatment of the detailed occupation numbers of the electron orbitals and atomic energy levels, it is still quite inconvenient to apply the method to a mixture. The main problem is how to determine the size of the average-atom (or the density) for each kind of element in the mixture. One of the most widely used approaches to treating mixtures is the socalled ideal gas-mixing procedure (Huebner 1986) . In this kind of method (Huebner et al. 1977; Abdallah & Clark 1985) , the electronic structure of each element is calculated separately, and a mixture is obtained by simply summing up all the individual elements at a fixed temperature and chemical potential with their abundances. The density of the resulting mixture is determined by the ideal gas law of additive volumes. Generally, if the free electron density can be calculated in the Thomas-Fermi (TF) or Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) approximation, it depends only on the temperature, the chemical potential, and the potential field in which the electrons move (Rozsnyai 1972 (Rozsnyai , 1982 Rozsnyai & Lamoureux 1990) . If the difference between the potential fields of any two kinds of atoms in the mixture is small at the boundary, one can assume approximately the same free electron density at the boundary when mixing the elements at a fixed temperature and chemical potential. However, for a mixture at a fixed temperature and density, it is not easy to find the common chemical potential. Therefore, application of the above mixing approach usually needs interpolations in density or chemical potential (Abdallah & Clark 1985) . More recently, Meng et al. (2000) proposed determining the size of the average atom by solving a set of TF equations. There are also other ways to treat mixtures beyond the statistical model, including the widely used SahaBoltzmann equation at low densities (Djaoui 1999 ) and the so-called grand canonical many-body activity expansion in the OPAL approach (Rogers 1981 (Rogers , 1986 Rogers, Swenson, & Iglesias 1996) .
In the present study, an average-atom scheme, which is designed to determine the size of atoms and ions, particularly in the mixture, in a self-consistent way, is applied to the calculations of the electron states and opacities of hot and dense stellar materials to display the importance of the so-called heavy metallic element contributions. Two solar models of the composition and the relative abundance (Grevesse & Noels 1993; Grevesse, Noels, & Sauval 1996) are considered, which include, respectively, 19 and 25 metallic elements, except for hydrogen and helium.
THEORETICAL MODEL
The influence of the environment on an atom is assumed to be spherically symmetric on average. The movement of an electron under interactions with the nucleus and other electrons is approximated by a central field, which is determined with the standard self-consistent calculation. In the central field, the radial part of the Dirac equation has the form
where P n ðrÞ and Q n ðrÞ are, respectively, the large and small components of the wave function, c is the light speed, and V ðrÞ is the self-consistent potential, which consists of three parts,
where V s ðrÞ, V ex ðrÞ, and V corr ðrÞ are, respectively, the socalled static, exchange, and correlation potentials. The V s ðrÞ is calculated from the charge distributions in the atom, while V ex ðrÞ and V corr ðrÞ take the approximate temperature-dependent forms of Dharma-Wardana & Taylor (1981) . For bound states, we have the boundary conditions satisfied by the radial wave functions
where R b is the radius of the atomic sphere. The above boundary condition with a finite size of the atomic sphere reflects the so-called size effects, or the pressure-induced ionization, on the electron states of the ions. Many Rydberg states below the ionization threshold for free ions do not exist anymore for the ions in dense matter because of the limited region of motion. The electron distribution is calculated separately for the bound and free electron parts. The bound electron density is obtained according to
where b j is the occupation number of the state j. In the average-atom model, the occupation number b j is determined by the Fermi-Dirac distribution,
The free electrons are considered much more simply with an assumption of the TF treatment, and the local free electron density is calculated with a Fermi-Dirac distribution of the local free electrons in the plane wave momentum k-space, which can be written as 
The chemical potential is determined so that electrical neutrality is satisfied,
where n i is the number of the ith kind of atom and Z i is the nuclear charge. The summation runs over all kinds of atoms. In hot and dense plasmas, the size and screening effects of the free electrons on the electronic structures of atoms and ions are considerable. The size effects are taken into account by applying the boundary condition for the bound states of the ions, and the screening effects are taken into account by including the free electron distribution in the calculation of the potential field, in which bound and free electrons move. For pure matter, the average atomic size is taken to be
where 0 is the average atomic volume. For mixtures, there is not a simple analytical way to strictly determine the atomic size of each kind of atom. A few requirements should be satisfied; i.e., all kinds of atoms must have the same temperature, electronic pressure, and chemical potential. If we choose the potential at the boundary as the common reference point for all kinds of atoms, we will have the same free electron density at the boundary for all atoms from equation (6). From the TF theory (Xu & Zhang 1986) , the electronic pressure is determined by the density of the free electrons; therefore, we will have the same electronic pressure at the boundary. With these considerations, we separate the electron density into two parts. The first part is a uniform distribution over the whole space with a value of the free electron density at the boundary between the atoms. The second part, which is the total electron density minus the first constant distribution, is used to determine the size of the atom. The general criterion for calculating the atomic size is that the volume of each atom kind is proportional to the net positive charge, which is the sum of the second part of the electron charge and the nuclear charge within each atomic sphere. Because the integration of the second part of the electron density within an atomic sphere needs the atomic size in advance, the calculation is carried out in a self-consistent way. In this way, we ensure the electrical neutrality of each atom species naturally. It will be shown that the electrical neutrality is satisfied accurately for all kinds of atoms. For a mixture with the elements of A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 ; : : :, where A i represents the atomic weight, if the mass percentage of the elements are W 1 , W 2 , and W 2 ; : : :, respectively, the relative numbers n 1 , n 2 , and n 2 ; : : : of the atoms for the different elements should be given by
According to the relative numbers given above, a mixture molecule consisting of all elements in the mixture has the weight of
With a density D of the mixture, the volume occupied by one mixture molecule is
The constant 11.22 comes from the use of atomic unit for V 0 , g cm À3 for D, and a unit of A carbon ¼ 12:011 for A. According to the separation of the electron density mentioned above, the second part of the electron density is
where R i b is the radius of the ith atom. The net charge, which is the sum of the second electron part and the nucleus within an atom, is given by
The volume of one atom of the ith kind element is
with a radius of
The average ionization degree and the chemical potential are solved self-consistently along with the self-consistent atomic potentials and the one-electron orbital energies of every kind of element by a self-consistent field (SCF) calculation. For a mixture, the chemical potential at each step of the SCF calculation is determined by satisfying
In TF theory, the electron pressure on the atomic boundary depends only on the free electron density at the atomic surface. From equation (6), one can find that because we set the potential at the boundary as the common reference point for all atoms, i.e., the same value [for example, at the boundary, V ðrÞ is set to be zero for all atoms], with the same chemical potential, the free electron density at the boundary is the same for all kinds of atoms. Therefore, the equality of the electron pressure at the atomic boundary is satisfied naturally by having the same chemical potential.
Contributions to the opacity consists of four parts,
where N A is the Avogadro constant, A is the atomic weight, and k B is the Boltzmann constant. The contributions of the bound-bound, bb ðhÞ, and bound-free, bf ðhÞ, transitions take only the electric dipole term. The free-free, A ðhÞ, contribution takes Kramer's (Sobelman 1992) hydrogen-like approximation. The scattering term, K sc , is approximated by using a Thompson scattering cross section. The detailed forms of these contributions can be found elsewhere (Yuan, Sun, & Zheng 1995; Rose 1992; Goldberg & Rozanyai 1986) .
The general scheme of the present study is to follow a procedure similar to that of Rozsnyai (2001) , which was recently used to calculate the solar opacities. However, many differences are involved in the present treatment. Except for many small differences in the forms of the model exchange and correlation potentials and numerical calculations, the present study has two main new characteristics. One is in the theoretical model, and the other is in the numerical calculation. The improvement for the average atom (AA) model is done for the photoionization thresholds. The ionization energy of an electron from an electron orbital depends on the ion stage and the coupling scheme of the energy levels before and after the ionization. However, this kind of photoionization threshold splitting was neglected and taken as one statistically averaged threshold in a normal AA calculation. In the present approach, the threshold splitting has been considered in an approximate way often used in the AA calculations for the bound-bound transitions (Wang, Zhao, & Yuan 2003) . It was shown that this treatment is quite effective in improving the calculation of the total frequency-resolved opacity. The specific numerical scheme of the present work is to determine the size of the ion sphere of each element in the mixture and the common chemical potential for all kinds of elements by a selfconsistent treatment as we described above.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The environmental influence on the electronic structure of the atoms is considered in a static way in the present scheme. The ionization balance and the cutoff of the highest occupied orbitals are determined by the chemical potential and the size of the atomic sphere. The atomic sphere radius presented here can be looked upon as the sphere of influence of the average positive ion. It is determined by the distribution range of the free electron and quite different from the average radial distribution of the bound electrons in free atoms or ions, which is usually called the atomic radius and is smaller for higher ionized ions. Generally, in the mixture there is competitive ionization between different kinds of atoms (Yuan 2002) , resulting in a slight oscillation in the size of the atomic sphere with temperature. However, in the stellar materials the metallic elements are so much less abundant than hydrogen and helium that the thermodynamic environment, including the chemical potential and the free electron density, is dominated by hydrogen and helium, the ionization competition does not occur again, and the size of the atomic spheres for the metallic elements increases monotonically with the temperature. For example, in Figure 1 we present the changes of the radii of the atomic spheres with the temperature at a density of 0.1 g cm À3 for the solar model material with 19 metallic elements (Grevesse & Noels 1993; Grevesse et al. 1996) (unless otherwise specified, all calculations presented here are for this solar model material). At the temperatures presented in Figure 1 , the hydrogen and helium are almost completely ionized, while the relative abundances of the metallic elements are so small that the number of free electrons are almost independent of the ionization degrees of the heavy elements. With the increase of the temperature, more and more bound electrons in the heavy atoms are ionized, resulting in less and less screening for the nuclear charge, larger and larger influence range of the average positive ion, and higher and higher highest occupied orbitals. For Mg, the highest occupied orbital increases from 4f at the temperature of 100 eV to 5g at the temperature of 1000 eV. Although the radii of the atomic spheres of the heavy elements increase monotonically by increasing the temperature, some slight turbulences occur for all kinds of the atoms, which are caused by the ionization of different shells at different temperatures. In Table 1 , numerical data for the radius of the atomic sphere and the bound electron charge for all kinds of atoms are given for the model solar material with a density of 0.1 g cm À3 and a temperature of 200 eV. The total electron charge, bound plus free, within each atomic sphere are also given to show that electrical neutrality is satisfied accurately.
The present treatment for the environmental effects is completely different from the methods used in OPAL and LANL (Los Alamos National Laboratory Astrophysical Opacity Library) codes. In the present case, both the bound and free electrons are treated to consider the quantum statistical distribution and the degeneracy of the electron gas in an average way. The scheme can be applied from a moderate density, where the shell structure of the ions is important, to a very high density, where since almost all electrons have been ionized because of pressure, the degeneracy of the electron gas might not be ignored completely, and the TF and TFD models have been applied widely. However, our approach is still a static method in nature, and all the dynamical fluctuation effects have not been included explicitly. For example, the changes of a few orbitals of the ions in the material compared with the free ions are shown in Figure 2 . One can see that because of the screening of the free electrons, the wave functions of the bound states of an ion in hot and dense matter shift slightly away from the nucleus relative to the wave functions of the free ion. Although the very weak long tail of the wave functions is cut off by the applied boundary condition for the bound orbitals, the major part of the orbitals extend over a larger space region than the free ion orbitals. The free ion wave functions plotted in Figure 2 are obtained with the same occupation number as we obtained by our average-atom calculations for the stellar material without the screening of the free electrons and the finite size boundary condition.
The radiative absorptions are strongly structure-dependent and can easily be affected by environmental parameters such as temperature, density, compositions, and such relative abundances in the material. Detailed information for the absorptions can be found in the frequency-dependent opacity. Although the individual transition lines within a transition array are not resolved in the present average-atom model, the general behavior of the changes of the absorptions with the photon energy can be shown clearly. In particular, the contributions from the heavy elements can be seen clearly via the relative absorption strength of the individual elements and their final weight summation with the relative abundances. For the densities and temperatures of the stellar material in the interiors, hydrogen and helium are almost completely ionized, and the contributions to the total opacity from these two kinds of atoms are nearly all due to the free-free transitions and the scattering by the free electrons. In Figure 3 , the frequency-dependent opacities of all 21 elements governed only by the bound-free and free-free processes are plotted. The lines for all elements are plotted in three groups to let one find their relative strength easily with, however, a little less distinction between the metallic lines. Among these lines, hydrogen and helium are distinguished in the bottom window of the figure by a solid line and a dotted line, respectively. Hydrogen has been completely ionized, and the opacity is governed by the free-free processes and reaches a constant value of Thomson scattering. For helium one can find some weak fluctuations before arriving at the asymptotic constant value. These kinds of fluctuations arise from the environmental effect on the photoionization cross sections. The combination of the outward shift of the major part and the cutoff of the very weak long tail of the orbital makes the photoionization transition matrix element oscillate slightly with the photon energy. Environmental modification to the photoionization cross section were predicted for atoms embedded in a cluster (Amusia, Baltenkov, & Becker 2000) due to a different mechanism. In the middle window, the total opacity summed over all elements weighted with their relative abundances is shown by a solid line. It can be found that this so-called continuous opacity for the photon energies above 1000 eV is increased by almost an order of magnitude by the heavier elements. One can see clearly that the apparent 1s electron ionization threshold starts from about 450 eV for carbon and ends before 4000 eV for argon. The 1s electron ionization threshold increases regularly with the nuclear charge, and for the elements heavier than argon it goes outside the plotted energy region. One can also find that another ionization process starts from about 250 eV for neon and ends around 1500 eV for nickel. The second bound-free process is due to the ionizations of electron from the shells of n ¼ 2. Figure 4 is plotted in a similar way as Figure 3 but also includes the bound-bound transitions. Three sets of boundbound structures are displayed in Figure 3 . The first one, starting from 370 eV for carbon and ending at 3780 eV for calcium, is due to the excitations from the 1s orbital to 2p orbital; the second one, from 60 eV for carbon and ending at 1015 eV for nickel, is due to the excitations from the 1s to 3p; and the last one, which is more broad and located at lower photon energies, is due to the excitations from the orbitals of n ¼ 2 to higher ones. One can distinguish these three boundbound transition sets easily, as the transition energy within each set changes regularly with the nuclear charge. In the middle window of the figure, summed total opacity is also plotted with a solid line, and the significant contributions from the metallic elements can be clearly seen. One can also find that transitions in oxygen, neon, magnesium, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur, chlorine, argon, and calcium leave their signals as ministructures on the summed total opacity, and that because of the compensation among the metals, the summed total opacity has little sharp structures; this makes the present average-atom approach work well.
In Figure 5 , the Rosseland mean (Cox 1965 ) opacities for densities ranging from 0.01 to 20 g cm À3 and temperatures from 50 to 10,000 eV are presented and compared with the corresponding data of OPAL. One can find that, in the whole region of density and temperature, our result is very close to that of OPAL, which was obtained by using a much more complete detailed-term accounting (DTA) model with much more effort. Slightly more apparent discrepancies are only found at the density of 0.01 g cm À3 , at which one cannot expect that the detailed spectral line effects can be smeared as effectively as at higher densities by the broadening of the individual lines (Wang et al. 2003) . For a fixed density, the Rosseland mean opacity decreases monotonically with the increase of the temperature and, after a turning point, reaches a nearly constant value. The decrease of the Rosseland mean opacity accompanies the loss of the bound electrons caused by more ionizations with higher temperatures. The asymptotic constant value corresponds to a nearly full ionization of all electrons in all kinds of atoms and the absorption dominated by the scattering of the free electrons. Therefore, the asymptotic constant value is the same for all densities. In the present study, the scattering cross section was chosen to be the Thomson value without consideration for the relativistic effects. Corrections to the nonrelativistic Thomson cross section cause reductions in the opacity at very high temperature, as shown by the OPAL results. The temperature at which the Rosseland mean opacity tends to the asymptotic constant value depends on the density, reflecting the environmental influence on the ionization processes and the electronic structures of the atoms in the matter. Our results show that the present treatment takes environmental effects into account quite adequately from 0.1 to 20 g cm À3 . For densities as high as 20 g cm À3 , the plasma coupling cannot be ignored and the application of the Saha-Boltzmann ionization equilibrium equation is strongly questionable. OPAL used a so-called grand canonical many-body activity expansion approach to treat the free and bound electrons together, which is much more complicated than the present method. In Figure 4 , a comparison is given at the density of 0.1 g cm À3 with and without the metallic elements. One can find that the metallic elements increase the Rosseland mean opacity from a few times to an order of magnitude.
The general dependence of the Rosseland mean opacity on both temperature and density is displayed in Figure 6 by a three-dimensional surface plot. It decreases with the loss of the bound electrons, which is mainly caused by the thermal collisions between the particles (ions, electrons, and photons) in the plasma and is enhanced with the increase of temperature. The density dependence of the Rosseland mean opacity is in contrast with its temperature dependence: the higher the density of the material, the higher the Rosseland mean opacity. The influence of the density on the opacity is much more complex than the temperature. Generally, with high density, the free electrons have more opportunity to attach to the positive ions, resulting in more bound electrons. Therefore, the opacity generally increases with the density. Nevertheless, when the density is high enough, some bound orbitals will be moved above the ionization threshold as a result of the size effects. This kind of so-called pressure ionization will reduce the number of bound electrons, resulting in the decrease of the opacity. In the plotted density and temperature region in Figure 6 , the temperature is so high that the so-called pressure ionization effect cannot be identified clearly. However, one has to be reminded that increasing the free electrons does not always reduce the opacity at any temperatures. When the freefree process dominates the radiative absorption, pressure ionization can increase the opacity considerably.
In Figure 7 , comparisons with the data of OPAL and LANL are made in different ways. Some points with a fixed temperature are given from which we draw a conclusion similar to Figure 4 . Considerable discrepancies occur only for the densities less than 0.1 g cm À3 . The largest difference reaches nearly 40% at T ¼ 10 6 K and ¼ 0:01 g cm À3 . In the same figure, data at constant R ¼ T
À3
6 are also given to reach the same conclusions as before, where is the density in g cm À3 and T 6 is the temperature in 10 6 K.
In Figure 8 , results of the Rosseland mean opacities for two different models of the solar material are compared for three densities as a function of temperature. One can see that six more elements, F, Sc, V, Co, Cu, and Zn, do not cause visible changes in the Rosseland mean opacities. However, this does not generally mean that variations in the composition of the stellar material cause no considerable changes in opacity. In the second model above, the mass ratios of the extra six metallic elements are very small compared with those already included in the first model. However, if one wants to inspect the changes of the electron orbitals of any kind of atom, in particular, many interesting heavy elements like lead, barium, mercury, and some rare earth elements (Aoki et al. 2001; Wahlgren et al. 2001; Morton 2000; Sneden et al. 1998) in the stellar environment, one can easily carry out the calculation by just putting the elements into the material with a reasonable relative abundance.
In conclusion, opacities of two kinds of stellar materials have been calculated by a simple self-consistent field average-atom approach, which contains generalization for the calculation of electronic structure of hot and dense plasmas of mixture. We show clearly that contributions from both bound-free and bound-bound transitions between the states of the metallic elements take significant roles, although their relative abundances are much less than those of hydrogen and helium. Comparison is made for the Rosseland mean opacity, which has been calculated for a variety of temperatures and densities of a model solar material, between ours and those of OPAL and LANL with good agreement for quite a large range of temperature and density. The present approach is a simple and effective way to generate opacities for a variety of models for stellar materials with densities above 0.1 g cm À3 . Because of the continuous nuclear reactions in a star, stellar material keeps changing during its evolution. Considering the simplicity and efficiency of the present scheme, it is possible to calculate the opacity instantaneously along with the change in compositions (Bono et al. 2000 ) and the thermodynamic environment and also to include much heavier elements (Woosley & Heger 2002) without prohibitive difficulties. It would also be possible to combine it with stellar evolution models. However, the accuracy of the model still needs improvement before the results are applied to the calculations of properties such as solar oscillations.
